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At one time newspapers and popular magazines ran frequent articles on 
*why Johnny can't read." Presently a wide range of publications seems 
to have taken u p a new theme-why students don't and/ or won't read. 
Although both types of articles are oversimplifications, they contain 
enough truth so they can't be scoffed at and discounted as the work of 

ctionartes. Even if many students weren't reluctant to read more 
than ~assigned'' material, one of the goals of a good high school English 
cla s bould be to en courage students to read for enjoyment and 
pleasure. How to get students to read more while also enjoying the 
experience has been a question which has long plagued teachers. My 
*answer" has been to promote the reading of books by Minnesota 
authors. 

For the past four years I have taught a unit on Minnesota writers as part 
of the English 1 1 course at Richfield High School. In an effort to expose 
tudents to a Wide range of authors, the unit makes use of short stories, 

ays, and cuttings from longer works. However, because I also believe 
it i important for students to read more than short selections, I require 
tudents to read and give an oral report on a book of their own choosing. 

Th oral report must include three components: (1) a summary of the 
book, (2) a detailed examination of some aspect of the book which the 
tudeol particularly liked or disliked (i.e., dialogue, character develop

ment, suspense, plotting, etc.), and (3) an overall evaluation of the book 
with emphasis on why the student reached his/her conclusion. 

tudents are given an extensive bibliography (presently six pages but 
growing each year) of books by Minnesota authors. Students use their 
own reactions t o the selections read in class, advice from students who 
took the lass last year (I kept a list of who read what the previous year), 
and caps.ul ommentaries I provide about books on the bibliography to 
make their own choice about what to read. When necessary, I hold 
tndivid ual conferences with students to explore possible areas of interest 
and to discuss books which might match those interests. If students 
tart a book. but decide they don't like it, they are allowed to switch to 

anoth r book as long as they meet the deadline for their oral report. The 
only restriction on their selection is that no two students in the same 
da s may read the same book. Using these resources, most students are 
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able to select a book they will enjoy; although even students who select 
a book they don't particularly like are able to fulfill the requirements of 
the assignment by concentrating on making clear what they didn't like 
about the book they read and why they reacted they way they did. 

My four years of experience using this assignment has given me a good 
idea of which books work well with high school juniors and which ones 
don't. Keep in mind the judgments I am going to relate deal with 
independent reading assignments. Some of my recommendations would 
be identical if I were suggesting a book to be "taught" to a full class, but 
in some other cases the conclusions might be quite different if the book 
were to be used in some other way than as independent reading. 

So what works with eleventh graders? Action-adventure and mystery 
stories seem to generate the most frequent positive responses. The use 
of teenagers in major roles and the use of a Minnesota locale also seem 
to help insure the attractiveness of a book for this audience. However, 
because of the ranges in students' reading skills, maturity, interest in 
reading, and personal interests, a typical class will have students 
reading everything from young adult novels to books written for the adult 
market. 

Steve Schwandt's young adult novels usually garner a positive response. 
This year one of my juniors claimed The Last Goodie was the first book 
he had ever read from cover to cover. Although his response may be 
extreme, the efforts of Marty Oliver to solve the mystery of what 
happened twelve years earlier to his favorite baby-sitter, kidnapped 
while Marty was in bed upstairs, grabs the attention of most teenagers. 
Combining the mystery with the story of Mary's preparations to compete 
for the state title in the mile run only adds to the attractiveness of the 
book. Most students who read The Last Goodie contend that Schwandt's 
teenagers act and talk like real teenagers rather than like characters in 
a book. 

Although tud nts als seem to like the realistic presentation of teenag
ers in A Risky Game. the novel itself tends to draw mixed reviews. 

I udents ar intrigued by the "psychodrama" suggested to Juliet Lamar 
by her bizarre (the term frequently used by students) writing instructor 
Troy Conner. in which the con enlional and cooperative Juliet becomes 
r I elliou and ertive in ord r to "shake up" the class. However, the 
lat l<.'r chapter in which Troy Connor won't end the "experiment" and in 
whirh he tries to explain lhe point of the psychodrama to Juliet confuse 
·ome tudents. Ln general. good readers and/ or the "mavericks" in class 

give lhe book hlgh praise. whil some other students will frankly admit 
the nding left them confu ed. 
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Schwandt' s first two books seem to work equally well with both male and 
female students. The same cannot be said for Holding Steady. Female 
students tend to praise the realistic presentation of a teenager's re
sponse to the death of a parent and the believable romantic relationship 
between Brendon Turner and the young woman he meets in a Wisconsin 
resort community. In spite of the use of Brendon Turner as the focal 
character, most male students have had a lukewarm, at best, response 
to the book. Occasionally, males have even responded very negatively; 
one student told me this year that he felt like he was reading a book 
"written for his younger sister," a judgment reinforced by his embarrass
ment during his oral presentation on the book. 

Although none of my students have read Guilt Trip, Schwandt's most 
recen~ book, I feel safe in predicting it may be one of the most popular 
select10ns next year. Both Eddie Lymurek and Angela Favor, the two 
major teenage characters, will be attractive to readers, as will the plot 
which deals with the murder of Corey Howe-Browne, famous director of 
the New Energy Theater Troupe. Students who followed the child abuse 
stories involving the Children's Theater will recognize one of the sources 
of Schwandt's novel. 

Gary Paulsen is one of the most prolific and versatile writers for the 
young adult market. He seems to have written something for every taste. 
Dogsong, the story of a young Eskimo's vision quest in search for his 
roots, and Tracker, in which a young boy attempts to come to grips with 
the death of a grandparent, seem to work best with high ability students. 
Both Russel's journey north with a dogsled and John's efforts to track 
and touch the deer move these books beyond mere adventure stories into 
th~ :ealm of novels of self-discovery which make them attractive to high 
ab1hty students. These students are also impressed with the poetic 
language of the two books. Although both of these books can be read on 
many levels, average and below average readers usually like the storyline, 
but they are sometimes uneasy talking about those two books because 
th~~ suspect Paulsen is saying more than they fully understand. High 
ab1!1ty students, however, usually praise these two books because they 
claim Paulsen doesn't oversimplify complex issues. 

On the_ other hand, Winterkill and Hatchet work well with all ability 
levels; m fact, I have never heard a negative report about either of these 
two books. Students frequently mention that Paulsen's characters in 
these two novels learn about their own capabilities and about human 
relations in a plausible fashion. For example, one student mentioned 
that Bryan, the major character in Hatchet, learns through "trial and 
error in the same way a typical teenager would have to do, rather than 
having survival skills and information most teenagers wouldn't have." 



Another student commented on how Paulsen "baits you into reading the 
next chapter through suspenseful endings to his chapters." The student 
went on to say he found himself saying "maybe I should read just a little 
more of the book before I quit" and "before I realized it, I had the book 
finished." St1:1de_nts also mention how Paulsen avoids a simplistic 
approach to life m these two books. His characters "grow" during the 
course of the novels, but, as one student put it, Paulsen doesn't use "and 
they all lived happily ever after" endings. A case in point is Winterkill. Not 
only do students have a mixed reaction to Duda, the policeman who 
befriends the major character, while they are reading the book, but they 
also have a mixed reaction to Duda's death and how it will affect the 
central character. Also, although the level of violence makes some 
readers uneasy at first, most readers later conclude the extreme violence 
helps them experience a lifestyle they may not know firsthand. Since 
Paulsen doesn't provide a "neat little answer," readers are free to 
speculate about what they believe the story means. 

The Voyage of the Frog has many of the same attributes as Hatchet. While 
David survives his nine day voyage alone on a small boat, he experiences 
the same combination of learning, testing and self-discovery which 
students seem to like about Hatchet. Although quite different from the 
preceding books, The Crossing also has wide reader appeal. Students 
are drawn into the story of Manny, the Mexican orphan, and Robert, the 
U.S. Army sergeant who becomes his friend and protector. Some 
students initially object to the ending of this novel, but on reflection they 
see the death of Robert as a necessity if Paulsen is to preserve the harsh 
reality of the lifestyle presented in the rest of the book. 

Sentinels, by contrast, always seems to get mixed responses from most 
~ea~~rs. Unlike_ Paulsen's other books which either focus on a single 
md1V1dual or a smgle relationship, Sentinels recounts the stories of four 
ch~acters whose paths never cross, yet whose stories provide the 
umfied effect of_ exploring the choices and options faced by teenagers. 
Ho~ever, the grrl caught between the white world and her Ojibway 
hentage, the young Mexican migrant worker looking for a better life in 
the ~nited States, the daughter of a sheep rancher trying to rise above 
the hmited female role assigned her by her father, and the rock musician 
searching for a new sound all prove to be almost too interesting to 
readers. Students claim they get so involved with all of the characters 
that they feel cheated that Paulsen doesn't devote more space to each 
one. The usual solution suggested by students is that Paulsen should 
have written a separate book about each of the characters, rather than 
"teasing them with part of each story." 

One of the most amazing qualities of Paulsen's books is that even though 
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he almost always uses males as the major characters and relegates 
females to secondary roles if he includes them at all, both male and 
female students like his stories. Female students report that they like 
the books because the problems faced by the characters are universal 
teenage problems so it doesn't make any difference what the sex of the 
major character is. 

The novels I have mentioned are not the only ones students might enjoy, 
but they do indicate the range of Paulsen's stories. Extensive reading of 
Paulsen's books and a careful consideration of the students in a class 
should enable teachers to find a good match somewhere in Paulsen's 
material. A rule of thumb I have found useful is that when I am unsure 
about what other choice to suggest to a student, I advise him/her to skim 
read Paulsen's books in search of something which catches his/her 
interest. Usually that method works well for all types of students. 

Jon Hassler's two young adult novels, Jemmy and Four Miles to Pinecone, 
receive positive reviews from the full range of students found in a typical 
classroom. Jemmy convincingly presents the complexities in the life of 
an American Indian high school girl caught between two cultures. The 
Minnesota locale (a high school probably based upon Park Rapids High 
School) helps provide immediacy to the story, but the major factor which 
students cite in their positive evaluation of the book is that they are left 
with the sense they have read about a real person in a real situation 
where simple answers won't suffice. The same evaluation is echoed by 
students who read Four Miles to Pinecone. When Tom Barry fails his 
English class for the year because he received 4 7 zeros for uncompleted 
homework assignments, his English teacher agrees to change his grade 
to a passing one if Tom writes a story one page in length for each zero he 
earned. The novel thus becomes an extended version of the old standby 
essay on "What I Did During My Summer Vacation." but with more ~ction 
and excitement than the typical high school essay would contam. A 
major strength of both Jemmy and Four Mile~ to Pinecone, acco~ding to 
students who have read them, is that Hassler s characters agomze over 
their oral decisions, rather than finding "pat" answers which allow them 
to avoid the difficult decisions of real teenagers. As one student said this 
year, "not many books captivate me, but I felt what Tom felt and I really 
wanted to know how Tom would attempt to cope with his problems." 

Although these two young adult novels have always been popular with 
students, I have not had as much success with the books Hassler has 
written for the adult market. Hassler's adult novels appeal to a narrower 
range of the student body, but when they do work, they work extremely 
well. I have found it difficult to interest students in reading Green 
Journey and Simon's Night (two books I personally like). but I have been 
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more successful when I have encouraged good readers to try The Love 
Hunter, Staggeiford, or Grand Opening. The question of whether Chris 
MacKensie's plan to kill his friend Lany is a mercy killing to save Larry 
from dying from an advanced case of multiple sclerosis, a scheme to 
marry Lany's wife, or a combination of the two has fascinated some 
female readers. However, students who are interested in that question 
often complain that the portion of the novel devoted to Blackie's hunting 
camp is too long. Staggeiford, however, usually generates a more 
consistent positive response, with most students who start the novel 
getting involved in the story and responding favorably to it. I have also 
had success encouraging students to read Grand Opening, primarily 
because I have some students who want to know more about Dodger 
Hicks once they have read "Dodger's Return," a short story Hassler 
originally published in the Twin Citian magazine. Once they start 
reading Grand Opening they also seem to become interested in Brendan's 
grandfather and Wallace, the bizarre clerk who works for Brendan's 
parents. Because of my limited success with these novels, I suspect 
Hassler's adult novels should be taught if students are i!oing to fully 
appreciate them, particularly since Hassler's major strength is charac
terization rather than plotting. 

Although she has written only two novels, Kate Green has many 
admirers each year. "I usually don't read much because I don't have 
time, but I made time to read this book once I started it. In fact, I read 
1 70 pages the first day I had it," claimed one of my juniors this year in 
her oral report about Shattered Moon. Other students have also com
mented on how they got caught up in the story of Teresa, a psychic who 
hears the voices of women killed by a serial killer. An additional 
attraction of the book seems to be that students don't guess how the 
novel will end prior to finishing the book, but once they do finish the 
book, they are content with the way Green chose to end it. Kate Green's 
most recent book, Night Ange~ has proven almost as popular as Shat
tered Moon. Set in California, using characters involved with witchcraft 
and the occult and including flashbacks to the "hippie era," the book 
quickly grabs the interest of female readers. Male readers usually don't 
respond as favorably, generally citing the fact that female characters 
seem to provid7 the focus for the story with males relegated to minor roles 
and/ or unattractive ones. I can usually predict that students who read 
one of Green's books for their oral report will read the other one because 
they like the first one so much. 

Marjorie Dorner's mysteries have usually had a similar effect on readers. 
After she read Nightmare this year for her report, one of my students 
asked if she could borrow my copy of Family Closets, Dorner's second 
book. She also wanted to know if I knew of any other books like 
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Nightmare that she could read during the summer. What makes 
Dorner's novels attractive? Female students claim they can empathize 
with the mother in Nightmare, understanding the frustration she feels 
when she wants Ryter, the child abuser, punished while authorities claim 
they can't do anything because her daughter goes away before anything 
really happened. Although students don't always approve Linda 
Hammond's decision to kill Ryter, they do get drawn into her plans for 
murder and they do want to know if she will go unpunished for the crime. 
Although Family Closets and Nightmare are very different types of books, 
both have strong female protagonists, women who can and do deal 
effectively with all of their problems. Most female students comment on 
how this feature of the books influenced their positive response to the 
novels, also probably accounting for their desire to read something else 
by Dorner or someone who writes like her after they have finished one 
of her books. 

L. A. Taylor's mystery novels, particularly those with a St. Louis Park 
setting, are also attractive to students. Taylor has created an amiable 
cast of characters for her J.J. Jamison mysteries. J.J., her amateur 
sleuth, is a computer technician whose hobby is investigating UFO 
sightings for CATCH, the Committee for Analysis of Tropospheric and 
Celestial Happenings. J.J. is usually assisted by his wife Karen, a full 
time housewife who hopes to become a writer, and by Mack Forrester, 
a St. Louis Park policeman who later starts his own security agency. 
Students respond favorably to Taylor's use of Minneapolis and the 
southwestern suburbs as her locale, as well as to her mix of murder 
mysteries with UFO investigations. My students' favorite Taylor book 
has been Only Half a Hoax, which combines the investigation of a St. 
Louis Park UFO hoax with the search for the killer of a man left in a car 
in the Methodist Hospital parking lot. Students have liked, but been less 
enthusiastic about Deadly Objectives, involving the theft of "Aunt Yuk," 
a gadget J.J.'s employer designed for the Defense Department. High 
school students don't find company espionage a very gripping subject. 
By contrast, Taylor's most recent book, A Murder Waiting To Happen, drew 
raves from the only student I had this year who was able to locate a copy. 
The student liked the setting, a Minneapolis Science Fiction Conference, 
and the off-beat collection of characters Taylor assembled. Shed Light 
On Death, although it is set in a small town outside Minneapolis, seems 
to have the same qualities students like in the other J.J. Jamison 
mysteries: humor, J.J. Jamison and his wife as major characters, an 
interesting supporting cast of characters, a UFO hoax, and a plausible 
murder mystery. The few students who I have had report on the non
Jamison mysteries, such as Poetic Justice, have usually disliked the 
books so I don't make much of an effort to encourage students to read 
them anymore . 



Looking for a fast-paced spy novel with a Twin Cities setting? R. D. 
Zimmerman's The Red Encounter, in which Russian agents plot to steal 
computer secrets from an imaginary Minnesota computer company, fits 
the bill admirably. Loaded with the usual paraphernalia of the spy 
novel-chase sequences, assassins, double agents, and intricate plot
ting-this novel has the added bonus of using a Twin Cities' locale. In one 
chase sequence, the good guys escape during the traffic congestion 
created by a Minnesota Twins' baseball game, and later the good guys are 
trapped by a fire in the abandoned flour mills along the Mississippi River. 
As one student said, "It made the novel seem real because I've been some 
of the same places the characters in the novel were." Graphic violence, 
a minor concern with The Red Encounter, constitutes a major concern 
with Blood Russian, where the violence is not only more frequent but also 
more brutal. Although I like Zimmerman's use of Moscow as his locale 
for Blood Russian and although I like the way he uses the conventions 
of the American murder mystery with an all Russian cast. I have 
refrained from recommending the novel to students because of the 
brutality. The student response I've had to Zimmerman's other two 
novels, The Cross and the Sickle and Mindscream has been limited, the 
former book being difficult to locate since it is out of print and the latter 
one being a recent publication. The few students who have read The Cross 
and the Sickle have either called it "fascinating" or have claimed they 
"had a hard time getting into it" and that it "was difficult to follow." 
Mindscream, a medical thriller about the search for a treatment for 
Alzheimers Disease, received a positive review from the students I have 
had read it, but even though I also enjoyed the book, I am cautious about 
making any prediction about how well the novel will fare with a wider 
range of high school students. 

Thomas Gifford's early novels, particularly The Wind Chill Factor and The 
Glendower Legacy, have been popular with many readers once they get 
started reading them. However, the length of the books has occasionally 
dissuaded some students from trying them. The Wind Chill Factor 
involves a secret Nazi plan to set up a Fourth Reich, a plot which was 
popular in the 1970s when this novel was written. One student this year 
noted it "was like other books I've read, only it was better." Set during 
the American Bicentennial, the Glendower Legacy opens with the dis
covery of a document which "proves" George Washington was a paid 
secret agent for the British government during the American Revolution. 
Is it a real document which could force a reassessment of our image of 
George Washington or it is a forgery created by the KGB to discredit a 
major American hero? As Harvard history professor Colin Chandler 

..--attempts to answer that question he becomes involved in a complex story 
involving the CIA, the KGB, and double agents which requires close 
reading or students will get lost in the plot's twists and turns. Close 
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readers usually rave about the book, contending it was worth the 
attention it required. Gifford's other books don't fare as well with 
students. After a couple of years of negative reactions from students, I 
have quit recommending Gifford's other novels (The Cavanaugh Quest, 
Hollywood Gothic, The Man From Lisbon). I have never recommended the 
books Gifford has written under the Thomas Maxwell pseudonym 
because I don't like the pseudo- l 930s hard-boiled detective style he tries 

to imitate. 

Frequently I have male students who are !nterested .in reading a war 
novel, by which they usually mean a book about the Vietnam War. Two 
selections, very different in style and content, have proven popular. One 
student who assured me he was a poor reader who had never liked any 
book he read in school read Ron Glasser's Another War, Another Peace 
in two days and started his oral presentation by telling the class "I guess 
sometimes reading isn't too bad." Students respond strongly to the story 
of the veteran sergeant who has to "nursemaid" a greenhorn doctor so 
the doctor doesn't do something stupid and get himself killed before he 
learns the "realities" of war. As the story progresses, a bond develops 
between the poorly educated sergeant and the doctor who recognizes the 
man's basic intelligence and wants to help provide him with educational 
opportunities once the war is over. Readers should be cautioned ab~ut 
a graphic scene of death included in the novel, although Glasser av01ds 
the explicit language which presents problems for classroom use of 
many Vietnam novels. Tim O'Brien's if I Die InA Combat Zone is the other 
book which fascinates readers interested in the Vietnam War, especially 
male students whose fathers served in the war. The autobiographical 
novel, detailing O'Brien's experiences from the time he received his draft 
notice until he completed his tour in V_ietnam, seems to give students an 
idea of what they would have faced if they had been military age at the 
time of the war. Students often report that O'Brien presents questions 
without clear cut answers, thus giving them a better understanding of 
what their fathers faced. Four years ago the first student who reported 
on this book started his oral report by saying, "This is the best book I have 
read in school. I wish it had been assigned in place of some of the other 
stuff I had to force myself to read." Since then, I have heard many 
students echo that first student's sentiments. 

Most people associate Judith Guest with Ordinary People, her first novel, 
but few of my students read the book because I either show the film or 
use a filmscrtpt originally published in Literary Cavalcade with the full 
class. Students who have read the novel have usually enjoyed it and they 
have b n able to use their oral report time for a comparison-contrast of 
the novel and the film, in which case the novel usually comes out ahead. 



The response ~o Sec~nd Heaven, Guest's second novel, seems to depend 
upon the readmg skills and the sophistication of the reader. All readers 
become engrossed in the story of Gale, the physically abused teenager, 
but less able readers often complain that the triple focus of the novel
some of the chapters are presented from Gale's point of view, some of 
them are told from the point of view of two of the other major characters
made the book hard to follow. What those readers want is a greater 
emphasis on Gale's story and his point of view, almost to the exclusion 
of the o~er two major characters. Better readers, however, praise the 
v~ry quality of the book poor readers have criticized. They contend the 
tnple focus of the novel gives greater depth to all of the characters in the 
novel. Although I think it lacks the depth of character development 
f~und in Guest's other books, teenage mystery buffs have liked Killing 
Time In St. ~loud ( coaut_hored with Rebecca Hill) because they find it easy 
to follow, with a plausible ending and the added bonus of a St. Cloud 
locale. 

Most students balk when I suggest they elect a play for their independent 
reading project, but two plays have worked well with students interested 
~n drama. The first student I ever had read August Wilson's Fences read 
It because he saw a short cutting from the play in Sports fllustrated and 
because he had read the newspaper articles about Wilson winning the 
Pulitzer Prize. In his report to the class, the student compared Fences 
to Death of A Salesman, a play all 11th graders have read earlier in the 
year. Since that time, the few other students I have been able to interest 
in reading Fences have followed a similar plan in their oral report, with 
students usually contending that Fences made more sense and was 
more interesting than Death OJ A Salesman. Also, those students have 
usual~y contended_ that the play would have been even better if they had 
read it _orally, a Judgment which has made me seriously consider 
attemptmg to get enough copies to use in that fashion. So far I have not 
been able t~ pers~ade any students to read Wilson's other plays. For 
students with an mterest in both politics and drama, a combination I 
usually find in one or two of my classes each year, Lee Blessing's A Walk 
In The Woods has proven to be an excellent choice. This year one student 
contended "this is the best book I have ever read," high praise indeed 
since that particular student read a great deal. He justified his 
conclusion about the merit of the play by stating it "dealt with issues we 
r_eally have to face, in a way that doesn't oversimplify them. I particularly 
hked the way the author avoided making the American and the Russian 
into a goo_d guy ~d a bad guy, instead making them real people trying 
to cope with their own and the other side's political systems." 

The ~ooks r:7e discussed aren't the only ones suitable for independent 
readmg by high school students, but they provide a solid starting point 
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for any teacher considering a similar project. Supplementing, and in 
some cases, supplanting my choices with extensive personal reading is 
the best way for any teacher to insure his/her students will find the 
independent reading both pleasurable and worthwhile. Also, students 
give better oral reports if they know their teacher has read the book they 
are reporting on and teachers are better able to evaluate the oral reports 
if they have really read the books their students are using for indepen
dent reading reports. 

Granted, many of the books I have discussed aren't great literature, but 
is that really important? I think not. The old saw contends "you have 
to be able to walk, before you can run." In a like manner, students have 
to like to read and to see some value in reading before they will read and 
enjoy "great literature," assuming we could even agree on what books fit 
into that category. I like to use my own experience as a case in point. I 
read a great deal, not because some teacher convinced me I had to read, 
but rather because the early reading I did (largely unfocused) was 
pleasurable and in some cases informative. Sure I read some junk and 
I still read some books other readers might call junk, but I can't see that 
it has caused any permanent damage. The more I read and the more I 
enjoyed reading, the wider my range of reading interests became, 
eventually including many of the texts which were supposed to be good 
for me. If I had initially restricted my reading to only books other people 
thought were good for me, I probably wouldn't read as much and in the 
wide-ranging fashion I do today. I would like my students to be able to 
reach a similar conclusion some day. 
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Stereotypes: Unquestioned Metaphors 
by 

Ann Redmond. CSJ 

The woman's eyes are heavy with green eye shadow, the pupils brown; 
her hair is long and dark. The sultry seductress extends her snakeskin 
clothed arm to show a snake's head formed by the elongated meeting of 
her thumb and forefmger. As well as giving the impression of a snake's 
head, her hand holds a black bottle of perfume named, Poison. This ad 
is powerful and continues the stereotype of women as temptresses, a 
metaphor which began with Eve and the apple. Ads for the perfume, 
Obsession, for Calvin Klein jeans, for many brands of make-up, and a 
long list of products rely on this image of WOMAN AS TEMPTRESS 

Metaphors such as this have the power to shape and reflect values and 
attitudes, which in tum can influence how we think and act. This 
metaphor, WOMAN AS TEMPTRESS, makes us concentrate on that 
narrow meaning to the exclusion of other qualities of women. We never 
see WOMAN AS TEMPTRESS printed in large letters in an ad. There is 
no need for that because all the visual clues are there through color, 
facial expression, and the one word Poison, or in other ads: a seductive 
pose, an exposed body. 

In his books, More Than Cool Reason and Metaphors We Live By, with 
Mark Turner and Mark Johnson, George Lakoff writes of the power of 
conceptual metaphors. Because conceptual metaphors influence our 
thinking and underlie the verbal and nonverbal language we use, they 
are much more powerful than our spoken or written words. Lakoff and 
Johnson in Metaphors We Live By call our attention to two other con
ceptual metaphors that influence attitudes toward women: RATIONAL 
IS UP AND EMOTION IS DOWN. A brief list of some expressions in our 
culture proves the existence of those two conceptual metaphors: 

-The discussion fell to the emotional level, but he raised it to the rational 
level. 

-She couldn't rise above her emotions. 
-He stood there like a man and didn't break into tears. 
-We put our feelings aside and had a rational discussion of the issue. 

We have a habit of stereotyping women as emotional and men as rational 
without questioning that stereotype and without questioning the value 
of the rational over the emotional. 




